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Learn-for-a-Month 
What Are Learn-for-a-Month (LFAM) Writing Books? 

The Write-for-a-Month (WFAM) and Write On! (WO) series of books is from Learn-for-a- Month’s (LFAM) 
line of digital publications. LFAM is a new primarily-digital arm of the small- press homeschool publisher, 
Character Ink Press, and houses a variety of month-long writing books, grammar downloads, readers, 
and more for teachers, parents, tutors, co-op leaders, and homeschoolers.  

The WFAM and WO books are writing/composition books of two to four lengthy lessons each, between 
50 and 120 pages per book (depending on the level). These books contain writing projects based on old 
books/current movies/characters that children and adults love or historical characters/animals/nature 
topics (indicated by titles/covers). The programs contain all types of writing, especially focusing on 
research reports, essays, and stories. 

The projects in both of the series all use the author’s signature “Directed Writing Approach,” which takes 
students by the hand every step of the way from prewriting (brainstorming, character and plot 
development, research, etc.) to skill building (for projects requiring certain skills, such as quotes or 
imagery or persuasion, etc.) to outlining (based on the type of writing) to writing rough drafts to editing 
(via the Checklist Challenge) to final copy. Each project has detailed samples for students to see how the 
project was written by another student (a rarity in writing programs) and in-depth lessons of all of the skills 
needed in order to complete that project.  

Each series contains five books* 

Level I: Early Elementary 

Level II: Upper Elementary 

Level III: Junior High 

Level IV: High School 

Level V: Advanced High School 

 

*See back matter for a listing of all fifteen series that are at the store or are coming soon!! (They are listed 
on the Write-for-a-Month and Write On! pages of the back matter.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This book, Write On, Mowgli, Level II, designed for upper elementary students and contains the following 
projects (from pre-writing through final product with all the instruction and skills needed for each assignment): 

• Advanced Writing Boxes—The Jungle Book Story 
• Sentence-by-Sentence Outline Over Given Material–Jane Goodall and the Great Apes of the 

Jungle 
• Original Informative Report–One Animal of the Jungle 

Each project has detailed samples for students to see how the project was written by another student and in 
depth lessons of all of the skills needed in order to complete that project—Extensive Examples/Answer Keys for 
all sentences and paragraphs of the Writing Boxes; Verbs, Adverbs, and Adjectives; Passage About Jane 
Goodall and the Great Apes for Outlining and Writing From; Color-Coded Research Instruction; Checklist 
Challenge; Writing About One Topic With Multi-Paragraph Instruction; and Much More! 
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Lesson 1: How to Create and Write Using Writing Boxes
Report Over Given Material Using Writing Boxes

Overview of Writing Boxes Lesson

This week will you will be writing an essay over given material. That is, you will not find your own
material to write from, but you will use material provided for you in this weekly lesson and take
an S-by-S (Sentence-by-Sentence) Outline over this passage.

Don’t worry! We will use Character Ink’s new Writing Boxes to learn how to write from a source.
It will be fun—and you will be surprised how quickly you learn how to take notes and write.

I. TOPIC OF ESSAY
Sentence-by-Sentence Outline over
given material about The Jungle
Book.

II. NUMBER OF PARAGRAPHS IN
THE BODY OF YOUR ESSAY
All students will write 4 paragraphs for
the body (P’soB*).

*Note: PoB stands for Paragraph of the
Body (referring to a non-opening or
non-closing paragraph) P’soB stands
for Paragraphs of Body (more than
one PoB).

Note: This Overview Box, which is provided at the beginning of each project, is here to give stu-
dents (and teachers) an at-a-glance look at the entire composition assignment. Each step of each
lesson is assigned and detailed throughout the week(s).

III. SENTENCES PER PARAGRAPH
All students will write the number of
sentences that each paragraph con-
tains in the given passage.

IV. WRITE ON/ADDITIONAL SKILLS
You will learn/further develop the follow-
ing additional skills:
A. Introduction to the Sentence-by-
Sentence (S-by-S) Outline

B. Creating an S-by-S Outline
C.Writing From a Sentence-by-
Sentence Outline
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Given Passage to Learn to Write From

Days later Mowgli went to the village and got some fire from outside a hut. When he
got back to the jungle, the wolves and Shere Khan were there meeting. As the wolves started
to attack Father Wolf, the man-cub stepped up with his fire. All at once, the tiger jumped out
of the trees right at Mowgli. The boy held the torch in Shere Khan’s face, and the tiger ran away.

Mowgli was a little boy who had come into the jungle. Some of the wolves took care of
Mowgli. A panther named Bagheera hunted for food and fed the child. In three years, Mowgli
had learned everything a young wolf-cub would learn. His bear friend Baloo hung out with him
and taught him the ways of the jungle.

But not everyone liked Mowgli. Some of the wolves did not like it that a human lived in
their pack. These mean wolves wanted to kill Father Wolf and get rid of Mowgli. The wolves
needed help to carry out their plan. A tiger name Shere Khan was happy to help them. He
wanted to kill the man cub himself. Mowgli and Bagheera found out about the plan. Bagheera,
the panther, was not worried. He told Mowgli that the animals in the jungle were afraid of the
humans’ fire. If Mowgli went and got fire and brought it back, he could fight the tiger!
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When Mowgli turned back from the tiger, he was so sad about what he saw. His pre-
cious Father Wolf was lying on the ground. The wolves had killed him! Mowgli knew what he
must do. Bagheera, his panther friend, walked him back to the village. The man cub went back
to live with the humans. He knew that was the place for him now.Pa
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Lesson A. Study Skills: Outline First Paragraph With Writing
Boxes

When you write from a given source (either one that you find or one that your writing book provides for
you), you want to write the material in your own words.

You do not want to use the words that the original author wrote because that is plagiarism—stealing some
one else’s words and calling them your words.

So anytime you get information from a source, whether it is a book, online source, magazine, or other, it is
important to use the information in such a way that you write in your own words—not in the author’s words.

How can you write from a source but still make it your own?

There are two important tips to remember in using sources in writing:

(1) Always outline before you write!
a. The outline will take you one step away from the source when you write your own report or essay.
b. Each step that you take away from the source when you write helps you write more originally.

(2) Choose synonyms (words that mean the same) for the words in the original source—rather than
using the author’s exact words.

We will work on those two steps extensively in this lesson. We will use a simple, short passage of material about
The Jungle Book in which to practice these skills.

And you will be creating outlines and writing like a pro by the end of the first lesson!

Read the entire The Jungle Book passage aloud with your teacher or to yourself to get an idea of what you will
be writing about this week.
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Mowgli was a little boy who had come into the jungle. Some of the wolves
took care of Mowgli. A panther named Bagheera hunted for food and fed the child.
In three years, Mowgli had learned everything a young wolf-cub would learn. His
bear friend Baloo hung out with him and taught him the ways of the jungle.Pa
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<> A-1a. In the first sentence of the first
paragraph that is provided by
itself below, highlight the following
words:
1. boy 2. come
3. into 4. jungle

Mowgli was a little boy who had
come into the jungle.

These four words are the most important words in
the sentence.

They are also words you will want to change when
you write the sentence in your own words. This is
because they are so important to the sentence, and
the author chose those himself.

<> A-1b. Choose at least five synonyms or substitute words for
the words you just highlighted in thesentence. Write
the synonyms on the lines below in the columns.

boy come into jungle

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
<> A-1c. Once you have at least five synonyms, choose the one

you think sounds like the best substitute for each of the
original words and highlight each one you choose.

<> A-1d.Write a new sentence from the given one with your new words (highlighted above).
Paragraph 1: Sentence One (no describers added)

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

<> A-1e. Choose at least five describers for each of the newwords
you changed in your new sentence and write them on
the lines provided. You may use a thesaurus or online
reference source if desired.

Note: You will not use a describer for the preposition into/ substitute
word that you chose for into.

Do not worry if you are unsure of the differences between adjectives and
adverbs for now. You will learn those thoroughly as you complete the
Checklist Challenge provided in all Character Ink curriculum.

Describers Describers Describers
for for for
boy jungle come

_______________ _______________ _______________
_______________ _______________ _______________
_______________ _______________ _______________
_______________ _______________ _______________
_______________ _______________ _______________

<> A-1f. Once you have five listed, choose the word in each
column that you think sounds the best and highlight
each one.

<> A-1g. Now write your new sentence
again—this time with the
describers you highlighted added
to it.

Paragraph 1: Sentence One (with
describers added)

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________
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<> A-2a. Now repeat that process by high-
lighting the four most important
nouns, pronouns, and verbs in the
next sentence from the passage
(provided below).

Some of the wolves took
care of Mowgli.

<> A-2b.Write those words on the top line in the following
columns and underline them with a highlighter.

<> A-2c. Choose at least five synonyms or substitute words for
the words you’ve listed and underlined. Write the syn-
onyms on the lines below in the columns.

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
<> A-2d. Once you have at least five synonyms, choose the one

you think sounds like the best substitute for each of the
original words and highlight each one you choose.

<> A-2e.Write a new sentence from the given one with your new words (highlighted above).
Paragraph 1: Sentence Two (no describers added)

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

<> A-2f. (1)Write thewords you just changed in your newsentenceon the
lines.

(2)Chooseat least five describers for eachof thewords you listed.
(3)Write thesedescribers in the columnsbeneatheachword.

Note:Youmayusea thesaurusor online reference source if desired.

Describers Describers Describers
for for for

_______________ _______________ _______________
_______________ _______________ _______________
_______________ _______________ _______________
_______________ _______________ _______________
_______________ _______________ _______________

<> A-2g. Once you have five describers listed, choose the word
in each column that you think sounds the best and
highlight each one you choose.

<> A-2h. Now write your new sentence
again—this time with the
describers you just highlighted
added to it.

Paragraph 1: Sentence Two (with
describers added)

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________
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